ISSN : 0003-3774
Linking ISSN (ISSN-L): 0003-3774
Key-title: Annabelle (Zürich. 1938)
Title proper: Annabelle.
Other variant title: Annabelle/Elle
Country: Switzerland
Medium: Print
Last modification date: 05/09/2023
Type of record: Confirmed
ISSN Center responsible of the record: ISSN National Centre for Switzerland
KEEPERS link: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb344726633/date
KEEPERS link: https://gallicaintramuros.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb344726633/date
Publisher: Annabelle
From: 1950
To: 1952
Keeper: Gallica
Status: Preserved
Extent of archive: Preserved : 1950-1952
Updated: 01/10/2023
Publisher: Annabelle
From: 1953
To: 1953
Keeper: Gallica
Status: Preserved
Extent of archive: Preserved : 1953-1953
Updated: 01/10/2023